
Introduction 
Calvin Tucker’s Redneck: Farm Animal Racing is a wacky, cartoonish kart game with loads of typical 
redneck toilet humor about animals from a redneck farm.  

PLEASE NOTE: Controls can be found at the end of this manual. 

 
Track and Tournament selection 
Twelve unique tracks are available in tournaments, and also in Quick Race once unlocked.  
 
Once you have won a tournament, the golden trophy will appear and the next tournament (if 
available) will be unlocked. 

 
Characters 
After you have selected the track/tournament you wish to race, you will proceed to the character 
selection. 
 
For the first tournament you can only choose between Billy-Pete “The Pig”, Slimey Billy “The Frog” 
and Sue quack “The Chicken”. 
 
After winning tournaments other characters will be unlocked. 
 
All the characters have their own special abilities; 
 
Billy-Pete “The Pig” 
Normally Billy-Pete won't reach speeds above 20mph. but with some mechanic wizard skills, this now 
is a problem of the past! 
 
Special ability: Gas powered! 

- To fart: to fart real hard, so hard that he boosts forward and leaves a big, brown smoke curtain, 
blocking his competitors view. 

  
Billy-Slick “The Cat” 
This cart has a gentile purring engine sound, but still manages to deliver the required power! 
 
Special ability: Don't touch the white parts! 

- To perform a short but powerful boost forward, meanwhile using his razor sharp claws to 
damage everything in this path. 

 
Billy-Cool “The Sheep” 
His vehicle may look and sound like a small cart, but when you see it in action you will be convinced it 
uses alien technology! 
 
Special ability: Take me to your leader!  

- To summon his fellow sheep from Mars. Who will come to the rescue with enormous UFOs.  
This UFO lifts a random player up, making sure he will end up last. 

 



 
 
 
Slimy Billy “The Frog” 
The jumpy behavior of Slimy Billy’s car may need some mastering, but with its massive wheels it can 
tackle any terrain with ease! 
 
Special ability: Slime & Slippery! 

- To drop loads of green slime on the road, making it slippery for everyone behind him. 
 
Billy-Barry “The Bull” 
Billy-Barry’s vehicle was built for drag racing so cornering can be a bit more tricky. 
 
Special ability: Bully boost! 

- Not entirely surprising, an immense ram/boost forward which also disables his steering as a 
side-effect 

 
Sue Quack “The Chicken” 
Sue Quack has a four wheeled Egg-basket, an unpredictable race monster  
 
Special ability: Egg Attack! 

- To drop three big eggs on the road so everyone behind her must keep a look out so they are 
not hit by the eggs. 

 
Mr. Billy Goa-T “The Goat” 
Mr. Goa-t’s ride may seem too relaxed for some, this Hot rod will still take you wherever you want to 
go!  
 
Special ability: Static discharge! 

- When his special ability is active he can use his static energy by his hands and point it to the 
contenders who are in front of him. If you will be hit by his static power you won’t keep your car 
on the road. 

 
Sue-Ella Stripe “The Cow” 
Sue-Ella’s car is made for delivering milk, but it also delivers raw engine power! Don't let the looks 
deceive you! 
 
Special ability: Have some milk! 

- To drop milk from her two milk churns on to the road. The milk will make the road very slippery 
for everyone behind her. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Pick-Ups 

The pick-ups are the same for each character, and there are six different kinds of pick-ups. Before 
you can collect a new pick-up, you have to use your existing one! 
 
 
Boost  
Gives you an instant boost so you can easily overtake any other competitor.  
 
Porcupine 
Three porcupines will be dropped on the road.  Once an opponent drives into the porcupine they have 
big problems. 
 
Hunting shotgun 
Shoot the characters in front of you, make them feel the pain! 
 
Pile of poop 
Once you’ve smelled this huge pile of poop, you’ll never be the same again! 
 
Piece of scrap metal 
Your car will get a new front bumper made out of scrap. With this strong piece of armor, you can push 
other drivers from the road with ease.  
 
Throw loads of rotten fruit and vegetables 
Throw random things like apples, bananas, tomatoes and corn at your opponents to make their life 
harder.  
 

Controls 
Arrow Up  - Accelerate 
Arrow Down  - Brake/Reverse 
Arrow Left/Right - Turn 
Ctrl Button  - Use Pickup 
Space Bar  - Handbrake 
B Button  - Look Behind 
R Button  - Respawn 
A & B Buttons - Side Slam 
Alt Button  - Use Special Move 
F1 – F9  - Change View 
Esc   - Pause 


